
Ticks are small parasites
that can transmit serious
diseases to humans,
making it important to take
precautions to avoid tick
bites. Here are some tips
on how to protect yourself
from tick-borne diseases:

7 Important Tick
Safety Tips

How to Protect Yourself from Tick-Borne Diseases
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Wear protective clothing: 1.

Apply insect repellent such as AtlanTick Tick Attack Botanical
Insect Repellent. Remember, ticks are attracted to scent and CO2.
Make sure you cover your scent with a scent you know they are
repelled from.

2. Use insect repellent:

When spending time
outdoors in tick-prone
areas, wear light-coloured
clothing that covers your
skin as much as possible.
Tuck your pants into your
socks, and wear long-
sleeved shirts and hats to
minimize skin exposure.

3. Stay on the Trail:
Ticks tend to live in grassy or wooded areas, by staying on trails,
you can avoid areas where ticks are more likely to be present.
Additionally, staying on trails can make it easier to spot and avoid
ticks that may be crawling on your clothing or skin. So, the next
time you're enjoying the great outdoors, stick to marked trails and
reduce your risk of tick bites and the diseases they can transmit.
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Prevention is key when it comes to tick safety. Stay alert and take the necessary steps to protect
yourself and your loved ones from tick-borne diseases. Stay safe, stay healthy, and enjoy your time
outdoors!

Using a sticky roller is a simple and effective
way to remove any ticks that may have
hitchhiked their way into your home. After
spending time outdoors in tick-prone areas,
simply run a sticky roller over your clothes and
any exposed skin to pick up any ticks that may
be clinging to you. This can help prevent ticks
from latching onto your pets or family
members and reduce the risk of tick-borne
illnesses. AtlanTick's Tick Kit provides a
convenient tick prevention toolkit that
includes a sticky roller.

5. Sticky Roller:

Toss your clothing in the dryer on high heat for
20 minutes after spending time outdoors. Add
dryer balls to help separate the clothes while
drying. This will help kill any ticks that may
have nestled into your clothes and prevent
them from latching onto you later.

6. The Dryer:

4. Remove ticks promptly:
If you find a tick attached to
your skin, remove it
promptly using a proper tick
tool. Grasp the tick as close
to the skin as possible, and
pull it straight out with slow,
even pressure. Wash the
bite area with soap and
water and monitor it for any
signs of a rash or infection.

If you develop any symptoms
after a tick bite, such as a fever,
rash, or flu-like symptoms, seek
medical attention promptly. It's
worth noting that symptoms of
tick-borne illnesses can remain
dormant and may emerge weeks
or even months after initial
infection.

Important
Reminder:

7. ALWAYS DO YOUR TICK CHECKS: Ticks tend to seek out warm and dark places on 
your body to nestle in, such as the armpits, groin, and scalp. It's important to thoroughly check these
areas and other areas where clothing fits tightly against the skin, as well as behind the ears and along
the hairline.
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